POLMERIC COLLECTION
Style and functionality are key in the Cortland Series of
cabinetry. This line of cabinetry from Apple Valley marries
a modern high-tech material called Polmeric Laminate to
classic wood door styles. It’s beautiful and easy to clean so
it minimizes maintenance.
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WOOD COLLECTION
It’s the fruit of the grain. The wood for each component is
individually selected to be fashioned into superb beauty. There’s
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simply nothing like it. It’s been a part of our heritage for over
three generations. With a clear beauty all its own, wood is the
inspiration of the Cortland Collection. Expertly applied rich
stains, glazes, carefully cut and matched carved moldings, corbels
and rosettes deliver style and functionality to meet the most
discriminating and uncompromising homeowner requirement.
It not only enhances your kitchen but it adds dimension to your
taste and unique style. It’s a feast for the senses in five popular
American woods, each with its own uniqueness, texture and
feel. It’s available for you to see, touch and experience in our
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participating Apple Valley Woodworks dealer showroom.

North Star Satin Antique White
with Brown Glaze

STYLE & FUNCTION
Apple Valley cabinets offer beauty and function by using quality
BLUMMOTION drawer systems. It adapts to different weights so
there’s a soft, silent close no matter how hard you push the drawer.

You will experience the convenience of a complement of creative

What’s more you’ll enjoy full extension drawers so you access the

and innovative door style designs that provide full cabinet

full open area available to you.

cortland collection

access. And every model is built with our exclusive “Tuff-Core”
Construction. Our cabinetry is uniquely engineered with alldowelled 3/4” construction, and includes a proprietary component
assembly process that guarantees years of beauty and troublefree use. Apple Valley’s quality shelving construction provides
extraordinary resistance to twisting, warping and cupping. It’s
simply the state-of-the-industry and only available from Apple
Valley. A wide array of door styles and colors gives you variety in
selection as well as a full range of built-in convenience and storage

Crafting fine cabinetry for three generations

options. Design the look you have in mind and create the kitchen
imagery you want. Cortland is the solution.

Located in the heart of the historic apple valley region
74 Spring Street • Southington, CT 06489 • Tel: 860-620-9330 • Fax: 860-620-9324 • www.applevalleywoodworks.com
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